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SUD GARDAN GY-80 HORIZONS IN AUSTRALIA 
By Geoff Goodall 

 
The story of three new French Sud Horizons imported in 1967-68. Hopes for a new sales market in 

Australia were not realised and it was to be over 20 years before several other Horizons arrived. 
 

Our first Horizon VH-KJC still going strong in 2013, based at Caboolture Qld.    Photo by Ian McDonell 
 
 
  The Gardan GY-80 Horizon was first flown in France in 1960, designed by Yves 
Gardan as a development of his successful Gardan GY-20 Minicab wooden construction homebuilt 
series. The new Horizon was an all-metal 4 seater touring aircraft, featuring an all-moving tailplane and 
tricycle retractable undercarriage. Four Fowler type flaps are connected mechanically to the landing 
gear mechanism. A crank handle in the cockpit raises and lowers the flaps and tricycle landing gear 
together. 
 

  Yves Gardan was an experienced designer, having worked for SIPA (Societe 
Industrielle Pour l’Aeronautique) since1946 to create a variety of single and twin-engined aircraft types. 
His remarkable GY-40 Minijet which first flew in 1952, was an all-metal small twin boom jet powered by 
Palais turbojet.  With a lively aerobatic performance and pleasant flying characteristics, SIPA 
commenced production. During 1958 Yves Gardan set up his own design bureau, to concentrated on 
his next project, the GY-80 Horizon, a concept for an economic touring aircraft with engine in the 150-
180 hp range. Gardan persuaded the French heavy aircraft manufacturer Sud Aviation to branch into 
light aircraft production, Sud setting up two modest Horizon production lines at its plants at Nantes and 
Rochefort.  

 
  The new Horizon was marketed as part of the range offered by SOCATA (Societe de 

Construction d'Avions de Tourism et d'Affaires), a recent reorganisation of the old Morane-Saulnier 
company. They were marketed as the Sud Gardan GY-80 Horizon, later SOCATA GY-80 Horizon.  The 
Horizon was powered by 160hp or 180hp variants of the well-proven Lycoming O-360 series, as used 
by Cessna 172s, Piper Cherokees and other popular aircraft types. A total of 267 Horizons were built 
before production switched in 1969 to a more sophisticated development, the SOCATA Diplomate. 
 
  The two models of Horizon brought to Australia were: 
- Horizon 160D : 160 hp Lycoming 0-360-A      : fixed pitch propeller 
- Horizon 180    : 180 hp Lycoming 0-360-A1A : constant speed propeller 
 
  Soon after production commenced in France, Austerserve Pty Ltd at Bankstown 
Airport, Sydney planned to bring two examples to Australia. Austerserve was an associate of Kingsford 
Smith Aviation Services, which John T. Brown established in Sydney in late 1945 with the purchase of 
120 RAAF disposals Wackett Trainers, and gained the new Auster dealership for Australia. When dollar 



restrictions were lifted from 1957, allowing new Cessnas to be imported, Auster sales dropped off and 
KSAS reorganised into three businesses: Kingsford Smith Flying Service continuing the successful 
Bankstown flying school, Yeoman Aviation to develop the Wackett-Cropmaster, and Austerserve 
managed by J. T. Brown to continue Auster maintenance and sales. Austerserve also imported some 
exotic European aircraft hoping for local sales: Tipsy Nippers, Polish PZL Kos and gliders manufactured 
by Mucha, Foka and Bocians.    
 
  Austerserve applied for a DCA Import Permit on 17 July 1964 for two Gardan 
Horizons. The Department must have given this "First of Type" application lengthy consideration 
because the approval was not granted until 25 November that year.  However by that time Austerserve 
was winding up as a business and the import did not proceed.  
 
  The next import application for a Horizon came on 24 November 1965, from Fisher 
Flying Services, a small flying school and charter operation based at Ballarat, Victoria. Although 
promptly approved by DCA, nothing eventuated.  A year later Kingsford Smith Flying Service at 
Bankstown renewed its interest in the type by submitting a new Import application on 5 October 1966 for 
a single GY-80 Horizon. This aircraft was shipped from France to Australia early the following year. 
 
 
    The first Horizon arrives 
 
  Kingsford Smith Flying Service's aircraft was a new GY-80 Sud Horizon 160D model 
unpacked and assembled at Bankstown during May 1967. The DCA Import Register quotes Import Date 
of 21 May 1967. It was in a green and white paint scheme and registered VH-KJC on 28 July 1967, 
being initially used as a demonstrator. It was seen at Essendon Airport, Melbourne on 8 January 1968 
parked at the Executive Air Services ramp, probably for demonstration flights to prospective customers.  
 
  Pleased with interest shown in their new Horizon 160D, Kingsford Smith Flying 
Service submitted an import application for four Horizon 180s. Curiously the DCA Import Permit 
Register indicates no approval was issued for this application, probably because of developments taking 
place at that time in Western Australia.  
 

 
 The first Horizon in Australia, VH-KJC at Bankstown 7 December 1968. Photo by Neville Parnell  
 



 

 VH-KJC visiting Melbourne-Essendon on 8 January 1968. Photo by Barrie Colledge 
 
 

  In late 1967 a new business Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd was formed in Perth to 
market a range of new French light aircraft as an alternative to the American mass production Cessnas, 
Pipers and Beechcraft then arriving in Australia in large numbers.  Southern Aeronautics' founder Mr. 
Tom Serjeant announced in January 1968 that the company had signed an agreement with Sud 
Aviation for the Australian franchise to distribute and manufacture the Sud Horizon. The press release 
went on to say that two demonstrator Sud Horizons would soon arrive in WA from France. 
 
  On 7 February 1968 Southern Aeronautics submitted an import application for a total 
of ten Horizon 160s and 180 models, which was promptly approved by DCA.  The dealer had high 
hopes for the Horizon and press releases announced optimistic plans for Perth production, initially 
assembling Horizons built in France then gradually introducing Australian built components until 
reaching 100% Australian content. By March 1968 Mr. Robert T. Oliver, founder and Managing Director 
of Murchison Air Charter, Perth had been appointed Managing Director Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd.  
In that same month Southern stated that work had commenced on a $100,000 airframe assembly plant 
which will include initial manufacturing equipment.  If in fact this was correct, the location was not on 
Jandakot Airport. 
 
  Southern Aeronautics had also negotiated sales agencies for the SOCATA (formerly 
Morane Saulnier) Rallye series and the Italian SIAI-Marchetti range of light aircraft.  
 
 
    Eventful delivery flights 
 
  Southern Aeronautics was keen to have their first two Horizons flown out to Perth 
from France to prove their sturdiness for Australian distances.  Perth aviator Dr. Harold Dicks, pioneer 
West Australian flying doctor who had flown Royal Flying Doctor Service aircraft for many years, 
(starting with the deHavilland DH.83 Fox Moth VH-USJ based at Marble Bar in 1941), agreed to make 
the delivery flight of the first two Horizons. They would be flown out together by himself and his medical 
practice nurse Robin Miller. No payment was involved but all their costs would be covered. 
 
  Robin's father was Captain Horrie Miller, founder of MacRobertson-Miller Airlines, and 
now retired at Broome WA. She was a triple certificated nurse, widely known throughout aboriginal 
communities in the WA outback as "The Sugarbird Lady", flying her own Mooney M20E VH-REM as 
part of a polio immunisation program, administering oral sabin vaccine in sugar cubes. Some time after  
the Horizon delivery, Robin joined the RFDS (WA Section) as an IFR twin pilot and, with Dr. Dicks, 
shared the flying delivering new Beech twins to the service from USA.  When she was diagnosed with a 
teminal illness, the two married shortly before her death in December 1975, aged only 35.  
 
  Two newly manufactured aircraft, a Horizon 160D and a Horizon 180 model, were F-
OCLA and F-OCLI respectively, from the French "Overseas" register series.  The pair were promptly 
nicknamed FOCLA and FOCLI  by their Australian pilots when they arrived to collect them at a wintery 
Toussus-le-Noble Airport, Paris. In the days prior to departure Harold Dicks and Robin Miller were 



endorsed on the type by SOCATA pilot Monsieur Le Boucher, and both issued with French pilot 
licences. Meanwhile their two Horizons had ferry fuel tanks installed as well as a back-up ADF and extra 
radio transmitters which they had brought with them from Australia: HF with wind-up trailing aerial, and 
spare VHF transmitter. They agreed that Dr. Dicks would fly the Horizon 180 F-OCLI, and Robin the 
160D. 
 
  Robin Miller gives an entertaining account of the trials and tribulations of the delivery 
flight in her highly recommended book Flying Nurse:  
   "Both aircraft had a large 105 gallon extra fuel tank that filled the cabin behind the two 
front seats. The copilot's seat had radio gear strapped to it and the floor was jammed with route maps 
and charts, survival gear and spare parts. The space behind the tanks was packed with the dismantled 
and folded back rear seats and there was no room for my suitcase, so I had to stuff all my clothes round 
the fuel tank and in any remaining holes. 
  But it was not to be until the day before we planned to depart that I was able to test fly 
my aircraft. I removed the HF radio from the seat and occupied it while M. Le Boucher did the flying. We 
staggered into the air after a long takeoff and porpoised about like a sinking ship, with the stall warning 
"bipping". Le Boucher's knuckles were white on the stick and perspiration was running from his brow as 
we gained sufficient altitude to try out the ferry tanks and the radios. Within a matter of minutes we hit 
the runway again with a heavy thump. Le Boucher, wiping his face, looked a little worried. "She is 
heavy" he admitted, "but she will be all right...I think...It will be better when you are by yourself."  
 
  They departed Paris the next day, Tuesday 26 March 1968, planning to reach Rome. 
However their departure was delayed by a flat battery and a jammed altimeter setting knob. When finally 
in the air, Robin found her ADF was u/s and the tuning knob of the backup radio chose that moment to 
fail, requiring her to hold the knob in place for the entire trip.  
  "We were running into banks of thickening cloud and as the Central Alps lay ahead I 
decided to climb through it, hoping to come out on top to a fair blue sky. I gave FOCLI a call and said I 
was going up. But the poor, overloaded little machine, already at 5,000 feet was loath to climb. I could 
feel myself urging her on, trying to 'sit light' and thinking anxiously of those 'stuffed clouds' ahead. A 
glance out the window was hardly reassuring. A glistening skin of ice was forming on the wing. Quite 
suddenly she broke through the cloud into blue skies and warm sunshine. My heart pounded with relief 
as I leveled out at 8,000 feet and watched the ice melting from the wings. FOCLI was still nowhere in 
sight, but I hummed happily on until I heard a sharp exclamation over the radio from FOCLI. Dr Dicks 
called "I was winding in the trailing aerial and it caught around the elevator. Went into a pretty sharp dive 
but managed to get it free. It's OK now but I'll have to careful." 
    
  They landed at Pisa, Italy as darkness approached on the first day. The rest of the 
flight was a series of incidents, with desert dust storms, a typhoon and monsoonal rain that wore the 
registration letters off the wings.  They were thrown around by wake turbulence from a black military jet 
fighter which made close passes at them out to sea off Turkey, arrested by military police in Greece, 
held by Saudi Arabian Police for 4 days at Al Qaysumah, and confined with armed guards in a hotel 
room by Burmese security at Mergui.  Exasperating hours of delay by stubborn airport bureaucracy and 
onwards clearances refused at each airport stop until Singapore, where their transit was handled with 
no fuss. After Singapore they continued to Jakarta then Bali, Timor and Darwin.  Aircraft faults enroute 
were mostly with the temporary fuel tanks and ferry equipment, although Robin's aircraft developed two 
cracks in the engine cowling, which she stopped growing longer by forcing in screws found on the 
ground.  
  Inbound to Darwin, the Tower passed on congratulatory telegrams, including one from 
Tom Serjeant of Southern Aeronautics.  After clearing Customs in Darwin, the pair flew on the same day 
to Kildurk Station on the WA border, to stay overnight with Robin's cousins. Then to Broome to see her 
father Horrie Miller, before continuing down the WA coast to Jandakot Airport, Perth where the two 
Horizons were handed over to Southern Aeronautics. They were parked outside the Royal Flying Doctor 
Service hangar at Jandakot Airport, and then out on the grass while arrangements made for their 
Australian certification.  The Horizon 180 F-OCLI commenced its certification inspection at Jandakot, 
and became VH-CJZ on 12 July 1968. 
 
 



F-OCLA and F-OCLI at Jandakot WA May 1968 after their delivery flight.  Photo by Geoff Goodall 

 
F-OCLI at Perth-Jandakot in May 1968.   Photo by Geoff Goodall 

  Southern Aeronautics had entered a business arrangement with Kingsford Smith 
Flying Services, and F-OCLA was ferried from Perth to Sydney in June 1968, for certification inspection 
by KSFS at Bankstown. Robin Miller wrote "For myself, I had fallen in love with FOCLA. She and I had 
proved something together. We had taken on the world and won out against every mean trick it had 
contrived to turn on for us. It was little wonder that, as she few off to Sydney, I felt I was losing someone 
with whom I had developed a deep relationship." 
 
  By 18 June the overhaul was under way in the KSFS hangar and by August it was 
completing the inspection and had been painted with new registration VH-EOL. VH-EOL was added to 
the Register on 11 September 1968 to Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd, Perth however it remained with 
KSFS as a demonstrator. 
     



 
                         F-OCLA at Canberra Airport in June 1968 while being ferried from Perth to Sydney.   

                                             Photo by Lindsay Nothrop  
 

 
 Horizon 160D VH-EOL, ex F-OCLA, visiting Adelaide in May 1969.  Photo by Geoff Goodall 
 



 
VH-CJZ freshly repainted ex F-OCLI, at Jandakot WA in August 1968. Photo by Geoff Goodall 

 
 
    Australian careers 
 
   The first Horizon VH-KJC remained with Kingsford Smith Flying Service at 
Bankstown until April 1970 when sold to a Melbourne private owner. It is currently registered, with the 
same owner since 1988, now based at Caboolture Qld. 
 
   KSFS's second Horizon VH-EOL was also sold to a Melbourne private 
owner, but was seriously damaged in a heavy landing at Lakes Entrance Vic on 22 February 1972. The 
nose gear broke free and the main gear collapsed. After a rebuild it went on to other owners and is 
currently registered to a private owner at Macedon Vic. 
 
   Meanwhile in WA, the higher-powered Horizon 180 F-OCLI had become  
VH-CJZ at Jandakot in July 1968. It was leased to Southern Cross Aviation Pty Ltd, Perth which 
provided flying training at WA country towns and charter with Piper Cherokees and Cessnas.  By 1970 
their fleet had grown to ten aircraft and, with the slogan The Specialists in Country Training, Southern 
Cross Aviation based aircraft at Jandakot, Kalgoorlie, Augusta and Katanning. In September 1970 
Managing Director Nicholas B. Leonard took over ownership of the Horizon, and during the following 
year Southern Cross Aviation fell on hard times and was wound up by a meeting of creditors in Perth in 
August 1971.  Nick Leonard had set up his own training operation at Jandakot under the name Leon 
Aviation Pty Ltd.  VH-CJZ was painted with the new name in June 1971 but only a few days later was 
damaged in a forced landing 115 miles South East of Carnarvon WA due engine failure.  The damaged 
Horizon was returned to Jandakot by road, where the repair cost was judged uneconomical. 
 
  Later in 1971 the airframe of CJZ was given to the DCA Airport Fire Service at 
Jandakot, and moved to their training ground in thick scrub in the centre of the aerodrome, along with 
fuselages of two crashed Kingsford Smith K.S.3 Cropmasters.  However before it was burnt for fire 
rescue practice, the Horizon became part of an aircraft exchange with the Midland Technical School 
Aeronautical Annexe, adjacent to Perth Airport.  It was thought that its features such as all-flying 
tailplane and electronically operated flaps linked to the undercarriage extension would make it a useful 
instructional airframe for trainee aeronautical engineers.  However it was stored dismantled in a shed at 
the Technical School and appears not to have been used.  It was subsequently acquired by the Aviation 
Heritage Museum at Bateman, Perth where it is currently an innovative display with cabin doors 
removed and clipped wings to allow visitors to sit inside and use the flying controls. As an 
acknowledgement of its past, the Horizon is painted with dual registrations VH-CJZ and F-OCLI and the 
name Sugar Bird Lady . 
 
     
 



         
         VH-CJZ at Jandakot June 1970, "Southern Cross Aviation" titles.        Photo by Geoff Goodall 
 

         
        At the Jandakot Airport fire drill ground, January 1972. Leon Aviation titles.        Photo by Geoff Goodall 
 



         
        VH-CJZ today at Aviation Heritage Museum, Perth. It is set up for children to experience aircraft controls. 
        The name “Sugar Bird Lady” on the nose recognizes Robin Miller.                          Photo by Allan Chum  
 
 

European aircraft sales fail to take off 
 

  Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd, Perth applied to DCA to import two more Horizons on 
20 December 1968, however they did not arrive.  Meanwhile the company had been busy with other 
European imports, bringing in two SIAI-Marchetti S.205s during 1968 which were shipped to Sydney for 
assembly at Bankstown as VH-SAE & -SAF.  A SIAI-Marchetti SF.260 OO-RAR was flown from Italy to 
Perth in August 1969, and later demonstrated by Tom Serjeant to the RAAF for a training role. The 
company had four new SOCATA Rallyes of different models shipped to Perth during 1969/70 which 
were assembled at Jandakot.  They were added to the Australian Register to Southern Aeronautics Pty 
Ltd then sold locally in WA, as follows:  

• VH-UQF  MS.894A Rallye Minerva       10.10.69      Sold 7.7.70 
• VH-UQG MS.880B Rallye Club             16.9.69        Sold 11.5.70 
• VH-UQH MS.894A Rallye Minerva        21.7.70        Sold 20.8.70 
• VH-UQI   MS.893A Rallye Commodore 4.11.69        Sold 12.5.70 

 
  Southern Aeronautics' hopes for large scale sales of its range of modern European 
light aircraft were achieved, and, unable to make a significant break into the sales market dominated by 
American production singles, the company went out of business later in 1970. 
 
 
VH-KJC Sud Aviation GY-80 Horizon 160D c/n 182 
.66 Built by SOCATA, France. 
 Ordered by Kingsford Smith Flying Service Pty Ltd, Sydney. Shipped to Australia 
5.67 Under assembly at Bankstown Airport, Sydney by KSFS 
28.7.67 Registered VH-KJC Kingsford Smith Flying Service Pty Ltd 
13.4.70 J. H. Cooke, Melbourne Vic 
4.9.70 M. P. C. Savage, Kieta, Papua New Guinea 
10.10.70 P. Scott, Sydney NSW 
26.10.72 L. Bruty, Chepstowe Vic 
27.6.84 Struck-off Register at owner's request 
27.5.88 Restored to Register: James A.Connor, Caboolture Qld 
24.4.18 David M. Walsh, Wishart Qld 
 Currently registered 
  
 
 
VH-EOL Sud Aviation GY-80 Horizon 160D c/n 220 
.67 Built by SOCATA, France. 
12.67 Registered F-OCLA SOCATA 
.67 Ordered by Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd, Perth WA 



26.3.68 Departed Paris on delivery flight to Perth, pilot Robin Miller 
4.68 Arrived Jandakot Airport, Perth with F-OCLI 
6.68 Ferried Jandakot to Sydney for certification by KSFS st Bankstown 
11.9.68 Registered VH-EOL Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd, Perth WA 
6.10.69 C. Day, Melbourne 
22.2.70 Damaged on landing, Lakes Entrance Vic 
14.2.73 Roger A. Pearman, Melbourne 
29.1.74 A. W. Upton, Corowa NSW 
3.8.77 R. M. Emery, Urana NSW 
20.7.86 Werner E. G. Bekker, Nagambie Vic 
  (Mr. Bekker died in October 2013) 
11.11.14 Bruce V. Thomas, Romsey Vic  
 (under restoration at Romsey 2014 by Bruce Thomas and Les Elliot)  
 Currently registered 
 
 
 
VH-CJZ Sud Aviation GY-80 Horizon 180 c/n 215 
.67 Built by SOCATA, France. 
12.67 Registered F-OCLI SOCATA 
.67 Ordered by Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd, Perth WA 
26.3.68 Departed Paris on delivery flight to Perth, pilot Dr. Harold Dicks 
4.68 Arrived Jandakot Airport, Perth with F-OCLA 
12.7.68 Registered VH-CJZ Southern Aeronautics Pty Ltd, Perth WA 
17.9.70 Nicholas B. Leonard, Perth WA  
14.6.71 Damaged in forced landing 115 miles south east of Carnarvon WA 
5.7.71 Struck-off Register. To Jandakot fire practice ground 
75 Midland Technical School Aeronautical Annexe, Guildford, Perth 
 Aviation Heritage Museum, Bateman, Perth: flying controls demonstrator. 
 
 

Later Horizon arrivals in Australia 
 

            The story above covers the first three new production Horizons seen in 
Australia. Twenty years later, three second-hand Horizons were to be imported by private owners.  
                                            
                                       During 1988 Werner Oemler, a farmer at Gin Gin, Queensland imported two 
former German civil registered Horizon 180s. They became VH-OEM (ex D-EHSB) and VH-NER  
(ex D-EDZB).  Both were later sold in Victoria. 
 
                                       In 1999 a Horizon 150 ZK-CLK was purchased in New Zealand by Blair Howe 
of Bunbury WA. It was ferried across the Tasman Sea and then all the way across Australia to its new 
home in Western Australia, where it was registered VH-YOG on 18 January 2000.  After new paintwork 
and cabin seats reupholstering, it was used by Mr. Howe’s business Bunbury Airport Flying School, until 
sold to local resident Dennis Coxall. In June 2009 VH-YOG was purchased by its current owner Allan 
Churn, who bases it at Serpentine airfield, south of Perth. 
 

         
         Former New Zealand Horizon 150 VH-YOG at Serpentine WA.       Photo by Allan Churn 



 
 
 
   The search for VH-CJZ 
 
 Barry Sue, then a charter pilot for Murchison Air Services at Carnarvon WA has written an 
account of his part in the search for Horizon VH-CJZ after its forced landing in a remote area inland from 
Carnarvon on 14 June 1971: 

 “MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY - CHARLIE JULIET ZULU - CHARLIE JULIET ZULU – CHARLIE JULIET 
ZULU - FRENCH RALLYE – ENGINE FAILURE – OIL ON WINDSCREEN – FORCED LANDING 80 NM SOUTH 
EAST GASCOYNE JUNCTION – NEAR OLD RUINS” 
 
 It was about 0600 on the 14th June 1971. I was flying our Piper Comanche VH-RTI. I had just departed 
Carnarvon and was on climb to cruising altitude with my charter passenger, Magistrate Joss Forrest. We were on our 
way to Tom Price where Joss was to officiate at his court hearings.  Within seconds of the MAYDAY CALL, my VHF 
radio opened up: “Romeo Tango India – This is Carnarvon – Are you available for a search?”  It was Tom Cordwell at 
the DCA Carnarvon Flight Service Unit. I turned to Joss. “Yes of course Barry. Radio through to Tom Price and have 
my court sessions cancelled until tomorrow. Let’s go and find this aircraft.” 
 
 Having advised Carnarvon Flight Service of our availability, we altered heading for Gascoyne Junction. 
Within an hour or so, we were in the vicinity of 80 miles south east of Gascoyne looking for old ruins. I set up a grid 
search at a much slower speed, but we were unable to see any old ruins as described by the pilot in distress. After 
20 minutes or so, I spotted a remote out-station homestead that was not identified on our WAC charts. It had a long 
driveway. After a visual inspection from the air, I landed and taxied up to just outside the house. The owner was 
sitting on his front porch enjoying his morning ‘cuppa’. I told him and his wife the story and he said the only ruins he 
knew were 90 miles away. I invited the old-timer to come with us and show me where these ruins were. Magistrate 
Forrest took to the back seat as the station owner slid in beside me up front. Within minutes, we were airborne. The 
old farmer pointed the way as we flew low level, so that he could have a look at his property from the air. Most 
stations in this outback area are massive properties. The land was very barren. Eventually we approached some old 
ruins which from memory were the remains of an old homestead nestled in among low bush scrub. 
 

 I immediately slowed 
the aircraft down to a safe speed 
and flew an east-west grid at 
about 500 feet altitude. Within 
about 15 minutes, we came 
across the crashed aircraft. As I 
circled it, I noticed a wing had 
been ripped off the fuselage. It 
was a relief to see life on board 
as an arm waved at me from 
inside. I continued circling as I 
held the microphone up to the 
window. I called him on the area 
frequency and he replied. 
“Are you OK” I called 
“Yes but I am injured a bit” 
“Do you have any passengers?” 
“No – alone.” 
Do you have any first aid on 
board?”  

“No.” 
“Do you have any water and food on board?” 
“No” came the reply 
I couldn’t believe my ears. Here was a pilot out here, in ‘no mans land’ without emergency rations and NO WATER. I 
remember the old farmer just shaking his head in disbelief. 
I called back “OK turn off your electrics to preserve your power. I will go for help and be back here with you no more 
than 30 minutes. Expect me to call you then.” 
 
 I rocked the wings as I passed over him and his wrecked aircraft and set off to find the homestead. The 
farmer seated beside me pointed the way. I simply followed his directions while all the time, making radio calls back 
to Carnarvon Flight Service keeping them and Perth SAR aware of my movements. Some minutes later, I zoomed 
over a house out in the middle of nowhere. People rushed outside and stood in the open ground as I flew past and 
dropped a note from the air. I carefully placed the note inside a small cream bottle that we pilots used for taking fuel 
samples from the wing tanks. 
The note simply said; “AN AIRCRAFT HAS CRASHED ON YOUR PROPERTY. PLEASE BRING FIRST AID, 
WATER, FOOD AND BLANKETS. FOLLOW ME TO THE SITE. 
They were quick to respond. People raced in all directions. Within a couple of minutes, they were mobile in their 4-
wheel drive. I flew ahead and circled until they caught up. I repeated this all the way. At the prescribed time, I called 
up the pilot at the wreck site to advise help was on the way to him. Once the 4-wheel drive was on the home stretch 
to the wreckage, I continued circling and speaking to the pilot below. 



 Eventually, the ground party arrived and attended. My mission was completed. I called Carnarvon to advise 
that help was at the scene. I gave my departure call from the site and flew the old farmer back to his property. I 
cannot remember the name of either station but when I landed back in his driveway, I left him with some fresh milk 
and fruit as well as that day’s ‘West Australian’ newspaper. Magistrate Joss Forrest and I then departed and sped 
down his long driveway and into the air once again, leaving a large dirt cloud behind us. Following a low-level circuit 
of the homestead, we flew past at low level, gently rocked the wings to thank him and his wife, then set heading for 
home town Carnarvon, where we refuelled and took off for Tom Price .” 

 

Endpiece:  Ian McDonell caught the Horizon VH-EOL visiting Caboolture Qld during January 2023: 
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